Coverage maintenance is a bottleneck restricting the development of underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs). Since the energy of the nodes is limited, the coverage of UASNs may gradually decrease as the network operates. Thus, energy-saving coverage control is crucial for UASNs. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a coverage-control strategy (referred to as ESACC) that establishes a sleep-wake scheduling mechanism based on the redundancy of deployment nodes. The strategy has two main parts: (1) Node sleep scheduling based on a memetic algorithm. To ensure network monitoring performance, only some nodes are scheduled to work, with redundant nodes in a low-power hibernation state, reducing energy consumption and prolonging the network lifetime. The goal of node scheduling is to find a minimum set of nodes that can cover the monitoring area, and a memetic algorithm can solve this problem. (2) Wake-up scheme. During network operation, sleeping nodes are woken to cover the dead nodes and maintain high coverage. This scheme not only reduces the network energy consumption but takes into account the monitoring coverage of the network. The experimental data show that ESACC performs better than current algorithms, and can improve the network life cycle while ensuring high coverage.
Introduction
With the rise of the marine economy, countries around the world are paying increased attention to maritime rights and interests. Hence, underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs) have become a popular research topic [1, 2] . They are mainly applied to mid-and long-term marine-resource surveys, disaster warning and forecasting, environmental monitoring, and submarine exploration [3] . Their broad application prospects have gained attention in academic and military circles.
The sensing range of nodes in UASNs is known to be limited. Therefore, the coverage of a monitored area is an important issue that UASNs must consider in topology control [4] [5] [6] [7] ; in addition, UASNs are node-sparse networks, so the coverage problem within the scope of monitoring is more difficult to solve, as the failure of any one node may lead to coverage holes. However, underwater nodes are expensive, and their redundancy is costly and difficult to implement. Reasonable planning is required for coverage and redundancy. To achieve energy optimization, early researchers experimented with many algorithms and strategies for different network structures and application requirements [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This research has two main aspects.
The first aspect is to achieve energy balance through network topology control, which is mainly achieved by equalizing energy loss within the entire network or optimizing node transmit power. Based on network-topology control, the energy consumption of the entire network is balanced, so that the lifetime of the wireless sensor network is extended, or the node transmit power-control algorithm is optimized. According to the redundancy of the deployment node, optimization and balance are achieved through the sleep-wake rotation of nodes. Based on different characteristics of nodes, the residual energy aware dynamic algorithm [13] dynamically senses the residual energy at nodes, determines the transmit power based on that, and builds a topology relationship. This is aimed at extending the network lifetime by reducing the use of network nodes with low remaining energy for data forwarding. The algorithm uses a centralized control-based topology construction algorithm. It needs to know the topology information of the entire network, and the overhead is too large. A local topology-control algorithm [14] is proposed to avoid the addition of nodes with low residual energy to the forwarding path. This is a distributed topology control algorithm. Fewer algorithms are based on power control and consider the remaining energy of a node. In underwater sensor network topology control, there is still a lack of simple and effective methods.
The second aspect is to implement energy optimization through routing strategies. Energy optimization is mainly implemented by reducing the routing overhead. Methods of reducing routing overhead include minimum transmission energy consumption routing, maximum network lifetime routing, and path energy consumption equalization policies. The low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [15] is a typical clustering algorithm. Through the cluster head selection strategy, the topology relationship is rebuilt on each selection. The geographical adaptive fidelity (GAF) algorithm [16] is a clustering algorithm based on the geographic location of nodes. The algorithm divides the monitoring area into several cells, assigns nodes to cells according to geographical locations, and periodically selects a cluster head node in each cell. The GAF algorithm is based on the plane model, and it uses the distance between nodes to judge whether they can communicate with each other. However, in practical applications, it is not possible to consider only the physical location, such as the communication channel. Moreover, the algorithm does not consider the problem of node energy balance.
Each of the above energy-optimization algorithms focuses on different scenarios and application modes, and some algorithms have good results in the context of their design. At present, most of these achievements are for the design of land-surface wireless sensor networks. Underwater sensor networks have some common problems, as summarized below.
(1) In the research object, the system model does not consider the water environment factors in practical application, and cannot meet the energy-optimization requirements of the underwater sensor network. (2) The autonomy of network nodes is insufficient, and there is a lack of intelligence in the process of energy-optimization of nodes.
To solve the above problems, this paper proposes an energy-saving coverage-scheduling scheme to optimize UASNs. We studied the node sleep-wake scheduling mechanism based on a memetic algorithm, closed the redundant nodes in the network after node deployment, and optimized the UASN's topology. It is worth noting that the coverage area of a redundant node usually overlaps with that of its neighbor nodes. Switching a redundant node to sleep mode can reduce network overhead. Further, an effective node wake-up scheme is also a problem considered in this paper. With the operation of the network, the energy of some nodes is depleted, which can easily cause network cavities. The wake-up scheme will activate one or more nodes in an affected neighborhood to maintain high coverage. The ESACC algorithm achieves maximum coverage and extends the entire network life cycle with a minimum number of active nodes. This study theoretically analyzed and evaluated the performance of the algorithm through experiments. The results show that the algorithm is superior to the CMSS [6] and LEACH-Coverage-U [11] algorithms in maintaining high coverage and a long lifetime.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the preconditions and models related to the ESACC algorithm. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the issues studied in this paper and the proposed ESACC algorithm. Section 4 describes our experimental results and compares them with different methods. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Preliminaries

Assumptions
We assume that the monitoring area is a cube denoted by A, and the monitoring objects are randomly distributed events and the number of events is G. Assume that the sink node is stationary after deployment (ignoring small-scale movements), and the nodes are not restricted. The sink node and all other nodes can use the relevant positioning algorithm to know their real-time location in the monitored waters. In addition, assume that all nodes are homogeneous and have the same communication capacity, sensing range, and data-processing capability. The sensing range of a node is a spherical area with sensing radius r s .
The method proposed in this paper accounts for the coverage of a given area. Here, we assume that each event e t will always generate an event signal. As shown in Figure 1 , each event e t is surrounded by multiple nodes. If e t is within the perceived range of a given node r s , the node will detect the event signal and transmit the measured data to the receiver through multi-hop mode. 
Sensing Coverage Model
The perceptual coverage model is used to describe the node's perception of the surrounding waters [17] . Assuming there is a node s i (x i , y i , z i ) in the three-dimensional space, its Euclidean distance to any spatial event e j (x j , y j , z j ) is d(s i , e j ). The binary detection model determines that the probability that event e j is covered by node s i is
Equation (1) shows that, in monitoring area A, for ∀e j ∈ A, if the Euclidean distance between the event e i and the node s i is smaller than the sensor radius r s , then it can be covered, and otherwise it is not covered. Assume that there are k nodes s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k , and their coverage rates for event e i are γ i1 , γ i2 , · · · , γ ik respectively. Then, the coverage of event e i in the network is
Network Energy-Consumption Model
Much literature has proposed node energy-consumption models for UASNs [18, 19] . This paper uses the same energy-consumption model as Zhao and Liang (2006) [19] . The energy consumed by the transmitter to send a package of m bits is
Similarly, the energy consumption of the receiver is
where E elec is the energy consumed by the node circuit to process one bit of information. C is the coefficient when the transmitter is at the minimum transmit power derived from the sonar equation in [19] , and its value is 2π × 0.67 × 10 −9.5 . H is the average depth of the node, and d is the transmission distance. T b is the duration of one bit, which can be expressed as [20] 
Here, M is the size of the packet to be sent, S v is the data transmission rate, and a( f ) is the absorption coefficient that depend on frequency [18, 21] :
where f is the transmission frequency of the signal in kHz and the absorption coefficient a( f ) has the unit dB/m, and it is the frequency correlation coefficient. The determination of Equation (6) can be done based on Thorp's model [22] .
Energy-Efficient Coverage Control Using Memetic Algorithm
Problem Formulation
Assume that there are G monitoring events in the underwater monitoring area A, which can all be completely covered by the union of the sensing ranges of the N nodes. Then, the problem can be described as follows: after giving a set of nodes S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N } and an event set E = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e G } that can be covered by S, find the smallest subset of sensors S so that E can be completely covered by S . That is, if the perceived range of node s i is expressed as r s , and the smallest subset of nodes found is S = {s 1 ,
This is a set-covering problem (SCP) of NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial) difficulty. In this study, SCP will be applied to node-optimization scheduling to solve the problems of energy efficiency and coverage, which can be described as follows:
where c i (i ∈ N) is the active cost of the ith node, and q i is a key decision variable, which is the focus of this study (q i = 1 indicates the node is active, and q i = 0 means the node is asleep). The objective function in Equation (7) describes the number of least active nodes. We assume that the active costs of each node are the same. For example, c i = 1. The constraint in Equation (8) indicates that each monitoring event e i is covered by at least one node. When the network is in working condition, the optimization model described by Equations (7) and (8) is important, as it greatly improves the network energy efficiency and prolongs the lifetime of the network while guaranteeing coverage. The swarm intelligence optimization algorithm is a heuristic algorithm formed by simulating the laws of nature or biology [23, 24] . Similar to a genetic algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, memetic algorithm (MA), or fish school algorithm [25] [26] [27] , it has the characteristics of self-learning, self-organization, and self-adaptation, and it provides new optimization methods for UASNs. Based on this, we developed a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm that simulates the evolutionary mechanism of organisms through iterative computations and explores the optimal solution in the solution space. To solve the SCP problem, we propose an effective scheduling algorithm of coverage control (ESACC) and apply it to the UASN. ESACC includes two optimization strategies: (1) node sleep scheduling based on a memetic algorithm, which can suppress redundant nodes in UASNs; and (2) a node wake-up scheme to solve energy-saving coverage optimization problems in each round. In UASNs, a round is a basic unit of time. The ESACC is described below.
Node Sleep-Scheduling Mechanism Based on Memetic Algorithm
The Memetic algorithm was first proposed by Moscato in 1989, which consists of an individual-based local search and a population-based global search to solve large-scale combinatorial optimization problems [27, 28] . The initial state of the population is generated randomly or in a specific way. The evolutionary process is operated by genetic algorithms including selection, crossover, and mutation. In ESACC, each individual represents a solution with a corresponding adaptability, which is given by the adaptive function. The adaptive function is used to evaluate the superiority of the solution. After completing the operation of the genetic algorithm, the local search further improves the superiority of the solution. In this way, a new batch of excellent individuals is generated, and the individuals in the new population are closer to the global optimal solution. Below, we describe the redundant node sleep-scheduling algorithm.
Coding Rule Design
The coding is a mapping from the problem space to the solution space. The genetic algorithm cannot directly process the solution data of the solution space. It must map the variables of the solution space into the data structure of the evolutionary space, i.e., the chromosome, before searching. In the coverage of UASNs, each chromosome represents a node-deployment scenario in which each gene describes the state of the node. In this study, the nodes in the UASNs are activated or asleep through proper scheduling to extend the network life cycle. For scheduling, we use binary 0 and 1 to represent the working state of the node (where 0 means sleep and 1 means a node is active).
As shown in Figure 2 , there are 11 nodes that monitor 14 events, and some nodes are redundant (marked with solid lines). To achieve energy-saving optimization coverage, the optimal node-scheduling strategy is integrated into the ESACC so that the redundant nodes go to sleep. From the genetic coding point of view, we use the encoding format "10101010000" to represent the chromosome. N represents the length of the chromosome, whose size equals the number of nodes (N is 11). The gene A j represents the state of node s j in chromosome Q. In addition, because diversity during genetic evolution varies with population size, the selection of the population size is critical for ESACC. To simplify this work, based on the opinion of Trivedi et al. [29] , the population size of each generation is fixed at 50. 
Adaptive Function
An adaptive function is used to evaluate the degree of chromosomes. The goal of ESACC is to use the fewest nodes to achieve the best coverage. Therefore, in this study, the superiority of node scheduling is used as the adaptive function of ESACC. Using the perceptual coverage model described in Section 2.1, suppose the coverage vector of node s i is
, and the coverage vector of the other node s j is cov j = γ j,1 , γ j,2 , · · · , γ j,G , where i = j . To determine whether an event is covered by a node, a Boolean operation is applied to the coverage vector by calculating the composite overlay vector of cov i and cov j :
where Ψ represents the composite overlay vector, which is used to determine whether each event is covered by node s i and s j . Therefore, the composite overlay vector of chromosome k can be expressed as
Furthermore, the coverage of chromosome k can be expressed as
where Ψ (k) 2 represents the number of events covered by chromosome k. At this point, the utilization of the nodes in the network can be expressed as
where
A k,i indicates the number of nodes in the active state at the current time. The entire coverage-assessment process can be simplified to binary operations, greatly improving the performance of ESACC. From the aspect of evaluating the coverage of node-deployment algorithms, UASNs require the coverage of events to be as high as possible, and utilization of the nodes to be as low as possible. Therefore, we define an adaptive function F k to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of chromosome k, and this is expressed as
In the equation, 0 ≤ λ (k) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η (k) Figure 3 shows the trend of the adaptive function F k when α = 3 and β = 0.7. The higher is the coverage rate λ (k) , the larger is the value of F k , and the lower is the utilization rate of nodes η (k) , the larger is the value of F k , which accord with the design intention. 
Algorithm Simulation and Analysis
Genetic Evolution
The selection operation selects good individuals from the current group, allowing them to breed the next generation as fathers. According to the above ESACC coding rules, the gene represents the status of the node: 1 indicates active, and 0 indicates sleep. The chromosomes with higher adaptability have better scheduling methods in the UASNs to handle the SCP problems, with a greater probability of being selected through the selection operation. This paper uses the roulette method, by which independent solutions are selected from a circle, and each individual's probability of selection (reproduction probability) is proportional to its adaptability. The so-called reproduction probability is defined as
where f i is the adaptability of each individual a i , and k is the population size. Interleaving in genetic algorithms means that new individuals can be created. In ESACC, each gene represents the state of a network node. In the scheduling algorithm of network nodes, the state changes of nodes are unrelated. Therefore, this paper selects the random-point crossover method to reproduce. Mutation applies only to offspring individuals that have been born from two parents. In a genome set composed of all offspring individuals, the genome is selected for mutation with mutation probability P m . Mutation is an important flexible search operator, which can force the algorithm to search for new regions, thereby helping the genetic algorithm avoid premature convergence and resulting in a local optimal solution. In this paper, the mutation probability is the reciprocal of the length of the chromosome, which is theoretically proven to be optimal [27] .
Local Search
To further improve the adaptability of the genetic algorithm to calculate the population, we propose a simple local search strategy that makes ESACC converge quickly. For the next generation, this strategy determines whether to keep the modification by modifying the value of each gene in the chromosome (changing the value of a gene from 1 to 0) and comparing it with the adaptability of the original chromosome. This gives us a better node-scheduling scheme than the original node. Population k is expressed as Pop k = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u k }, where u k is the kth group of chromosomes, and A i1 , A i2 , · · · , A iN is the gene sequence of chromosome i , where i ∈ [1, k] . The pseudo code of the local search strategy in ESACC is as follows in Algorithm 1. 
Keep the state of A it ; 7: else 8: A it =1; 9: end if 10: end for 11: Get the improved chromosome u i and repeat to obtain the optimal population POP k .
Node Wake-Up Scheme
To achieve energy-saving coverage, we propose a node sleep-scheduling strategy based on a memetic algorithm. However, uncovered events will occur as certain nodes are gradually depleted of energy. Therefore, we propose a wake-up strategy to wake up some sleeping nodes for re-coverage. Assume that the power of the sink node of the network is sufficient to perform ESACC operations and wake-up schemes. Below, we describe the node wake-up scheme.
In UASNs, the node wake-up scheme runs in rounds, each of which includes clustering, scheduling, and data-transmission phases. In the clustering phase, nodes form several clusters through self-organizing and select one node in each cluster as the cluster head. The cluster head is responsible for forwarding messages received by the cluster node to the sink node. Then, it enters the scheduling phase. The UASNs applies a TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) technique to accomplish communication in between the nodes and also their cluster head. Additionally, the cluster head has the ability to connect with the remote base station directly as well as accountable of forwarding the messages gotten from its cluster nodes to the base station. The head node will set up a TDMA timetable as well as send it to its cluster nodes. The cluster nodes could utilize the TDMA timetable to arrange the time slots for every node. Specifically, a TDMA frame consists of a fixed number of time slots, which equals the number of nodes in the cluster. The first time slot of each frame is reserved for the cluster head. After the inter-cluster communication link is established, it enters the data-transmission phase and the cluster members are designated to send data in their respective time slots. Compared with radio channels, the propagation delay of underwater channels is large. Therefore, the guard interval between slots should be set large enough to ensure that the cluster head has completed the reception of the current slot data before the data of the next slot arrives. In the entire network, the length of each frame period is uniform, which determines the interval between two consecutive transmissions. Since the guard interval may be long, the number of cluster members should not be excessive. Figure 4 shows a slot diagram of a TDMA frame period. After completing the data collection, it will enter the next round, re-elect a cluster head, and re-dispatch. According to the node sleep-scheduling scheme, some nodes enter the sleep mode, and the rest are responsible for event monitoring. When the sink node receives a signal from a dead node, i.e., the energy of a certain node is about to run out, the wake-up scheme will wake some of the nodes in the next round. Assume that the energy of node n i is about to be exhausted (E n i < E th ). If node n i is active, then the original composite coverage vector of all nodes is c ∆ 
where ⊕ denotes an exclusive-OR operation in Boolean operations; if optcom represents an optimal scheduling combination when node n i runs out, then the pseudo code of the node wake-up scheme is described as follows in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Node wake-up scheme. 1 : if E n i < E th then 2: Find the neighbor node of n i , u i
Find ρ, which is the number of nonempty subsets Υ of the neighbor node u i if ∑ 1∈Value 1 > optval then 10: optval=Υ j ; 11: end if 12: end for optcom;
13: end if
The main goal of the wake-up scheme is to generate an optimal scheduling combination to wake a node from sleep state by sending a wake-up signal to the neighbor node of the dead node. At the beginning of the next round, the sink wakes up some nodes according to the wake-up scheme. If a node dies again, then the wake-up scheme will reevaluate the coverage and decide to wake some other nodes to resume uncovered events.
Network Reconfiguration Mechanism
In actual situations, the events monitored by the sensor network may be relatively static or dynamic. For example, in the investigation of mineral resources on the seabed, events are stationary. Conversely, in marine water-quality monitoring, incidents to be monitored, i.e., pollutants, may drift along with the movement of seawater; in a dynamically changing situation, the sensor network and the events to be monitored are likely to be constantly changing. However, it costs too much for a node to update the event information every moment to perform intelligent processing or tracking. Therefore, it is necessary to reanalyze the node coverage after a certain period. We divide each round into decision-making and operational phases. The decision-making phase reevaluates the monitoring of events. In the operation phase, all nodes follow the ESACC plan according to the evaluation results in the decision-making phase until the end of the round. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the network-reconfiguration mechanism. 
Performance Evaluations
We evaluated the performance of the proposed ESACC scheme through extensive simulation tests. Assume a UASN contains preset numbers of nodes and events. Each node is static after a random or scheduled deployment, and the event may be affected by the flow of water. We verified the convergence of ESACC and display the experimental results.
Convergence of the ESACC
To prove the fast convergence characteristics of ESACC, under the same condition, we assessed the computational time and fitness of ESACC in UASNs of different sizes and compared it with the results of genetic algorithm (GA) [30] . We randomly deployed 64 events in 3D monitoring waters with a length, width and height of 100 m. The number of nodes deployed ranged between 50 and 500. No matter the number of sensor nodes deployed, the node's perceived radius was 30 m. Every experiment was repeated 30 times.
In general, due to the evolutionary constraints of GA, it requires more generations to generate optimal solutions. However, with the use of additional local search schemes, ESACC is able to generate optimal solutions in fewer generations. Assume that both ESACC and GA use the same criteria to prevent evolution, and when the fitness of the best chromosome is above a predetermined threshold, the evolutionary process is terminated. Based on our previous experimental studies to determine fitness thresholds for different network sizes, we found that, based on experimental results, ESACC is highly adaptable around the second generation. Moreover, we also recorded the timestamp and fitness of the GA. Then, we compared the calculation time of ESACC with the calculation time of GA under different fitness values. The statistic results of experiments are as follows in Table 1 . It is worth noting that the computing platform is Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, 8 GB memory. Table 1 plainly shows that the ESACC could offer an optimum schedule for nodes that is much better compared to that of GA. We could see that, with the same fitness, ESACC takes lower computing time to generate solutions with far better fitness compared to that in GA. As the network grows in size, the advantages of ESACC become more apparent. This is because the SCP becomes more complex as the number of nodes and events deployed increases. When it comes to network with 450 nodes, the computing time for the ESACC at a fitness value of 0.86 is 12.10 s, 81.6% faster than GA. In all other cases, the proposed ESACC is also able to achieve higher fitness and use less time. In summary, because the nodes deployed in the UASNs become more dense, the convergence and fitness generated by the ESACC is better than that in GA.
Next, we tested the impact of changes in the number of nodes and sensing radius r s on ESACC performance. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of the sensing radius r s from 20 m to 70 m and the number of nodes from 50 to 500 on ESACC performance (fitness value and minimum number of node subsets) when nodes are randomly distributed in the 3D water environment monitoring area. It can be seen in Figure 6 that, as the sensing radius r s or the number of nodes increases, the fitness value increases, which is mainly because, as the sensing radius r s or the number of nodes increases, the union of the sensing ranges of nodes in the network increases. As a result, the network coverage is also increased. From another perspective, the number of redundant nodes in the network also increases, and the number of nodes that need to sleep will become more and more, which will reduce the node utilization. This shows that the fitness function proposed in this paper can effectively evaluate network performance. Figure 7 depicts the change trend of the number of nodes in the minimum set of nodes as the number of nodes changes and the sensing radius r s of the nodes changes. It is easy to be seen that, as the sensing radius r s or the number of nodes increases, the number of nodes in the minimum set of nodes decreases. This is mainly because, as the sensing radius r s or the number of nodes increases, the number of redundant nodes in the network increases, and the number of nodes that need to sleep also increases. In summary, experiments show that ESACC can effectively reduce the number of active nodes and reduce node utilization based on network status. 
Algorithm Simulation and Analysis
We used MATLAB for simulation. To eliminate the randomness of the experiment, the final result was taken as the average of 30 experiments. Assuming that the three-dimensional monitoring water area is 200 m in each dimension, the sink node is located at the center of the water surface, and 64 events are to be monitored. Each node has the same initial energy, and all nodes are assumed to be homogeneous. Table 2 shows the meanings and values of simulation parameters. We now demonstrate ESACC's performance evaluation results in extending the life cycle and maintaining coverage of UASNs. ESACC was applied to the sink node. By controlling the sleep or active state of the node, the node energy can be fully utilized while maintaining efficient coverage of the event. Assume that the sink node has enough power to schedule every node in the network. When a node's energy is below a critical value, the ESACC wake-up scheme can determine which neighbor must be awakened to recover uncovered events.Therefore, the network coverage, average remaining energy of network nodes, and network runtime need to be considered simultaneously.
To compare the performance of the ESACC with those of LEACH-Coverage-U [11] and CMSS algorithm [6] (the CMSS algorithm is a typical algorithm for extending the network lifetime through sleeping scheduling), the network parameter settings mentioned above were used for simulation. It should be noted that all experimental designs here are based on the idea of clustering. Figures 8 and 9 show the comparison of the network lifetimes of the above three algorithms. Figure 8 is a comparison of the network lifetime of the ESACC algorithm with the CMSS and the LEACH-Coverage-U algorithm when the number of events is fixed at 64, the node sensing radius r s is fixed at 20 m, and the number of nodes varies from 125 to 1000. As can be seen in the figure, in terms of average network lifetime, the ESACC algorithm is 951.8∼2028.9% better than EACH-Coverage-U and 12.2∼57.6% better than CMSS. Figure 9 is a comparison of the network lifetime of the ESACC algorithm with the CMSS and LEACH-Coverage-U algorithm when the number of events is fixed at 64, the number of nodes is fixed at 343 , and the node sensing radius r s varies from 15 to 40. It is easy to find that the proposed ESACC algorithm is 1294.1∼1958.9% better than EACH-Coverage-U, and 24.3∼40.9% better than CMSS. Obviously, the proposed ESACC algorithm shows good performance compared to other existing methods. Figure 10 is a comparison of the network coverage of the ESACC algorithm and the CMSS and LEACH-Coverage-U algorithms with the change of rounds in the network when the number of nodes is fixed at 512, the node sensing radius r s 20 m, and the event 64. It can be seen that, when the number of running rounds is the same, the network coverage rate of the LEACH-Coverage-U algorithm is significantly lower than that of ESACC and CMSS. Because it does not apply a node scheduling strategy, this leads to a large number of nodes dying prematurely, which in turn leads to an increase in network vulnerabilities. CMSS and ESACC not only consider network coverage, but also consider the sleep and wake-up mechanisms of redundant nodes. Compared to the CMSS, ESACC can maintain 97% high coverage over a long period of time (from the initial time until 1327 rounds) in its lifetime (3269 rounds). This is because the ESACC algorithm improves the efficiency of network scheduling and reduces the energy loss caused by frequent communication between nodes in the network, so that more nodes with sufficient energy participate in network monitoring tasks, thereby improving network service quality. Figure 11 is a comparison of the average remaining energy of the network nodes of the ESACC algorithm with CMSS and LEACH-Coverage-U with the change of rounds in the network when the number of nodes fixed at 512, the node sensing radius 20 m, and the number of events 64. It can be seen that, when the number of running rounds is the same, compared with the LEACH-Coverage-U algorithm, the network nodes of CMSS and ESACC have a lower energy gradient and a higher energy utilization rate. This is mainly because the CMSS and ESACC algorithms optimize the network structure, close redundant nodes, and reduce the overall energy consumption of the network. At the same time, ESACC shows better energy utilization than CMSS. This is because, when a dead node appears in the network, based on the minimum set of nodes, the ESACC algorithm seeks the optimal combination by waking up the neighbor nodes of the dead node, making up for the lack of node death, and making the energy consumption of the network balanced, thereby extending the network lifetime. 
Conclusions
A UASN is different from a wireless sensor network on land. It must account for the particularity of the underwater acoustic environment, and it requires greater energy efficiency. Therefore, this paper proposes an energy-saving coverage-scheduling algorithm called ESACC. A memetic algorithm is used to implement the sleep scheduling of redundant nodes, which simplifies the network topology and reduces the network energy consumption. A wake-up scheme is also established. The use of some dormant redundant nodes in the network to replace nodes that are about to die due to energy exhaustion maintains high network coverage. The algorithm uses a sleep-wake strategy to reduce network energy consumption and extend the network life cycle while maintaining high coverage. Simulation results show that, compared with the CMSS and LEACH-Coverage-U algorithms, ESACC can close redundant nodes and maintain UASN operation with the minimum number of active nodes. When a node's energy is close to critical, it can wake up a sleeping node to maintain high coverage. Next, applying ESACC to energy-saving deployment in UASNs is an important aim of future work.
